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Abstract: Hands-on experiments are essential for Cyber security education. Legacy laboratory solutions usually requires 

significant efforts to build, configure,maintain, and scale the infrastructure. However, with the advent of cloud computing 

technology, it is now become convenient to build learning environments that follow the constructive view of learning, 

supporting on demand and self-controlled learning environments and skill based assessments. This project focuses on 

building and integrating virtualised labs for Cyber security to an innovative and competitive cloud-based virtualised learning 

platform. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Cloud computing provides its users with more convenient ways to use the resources and with a model where the users are 

charged as per the usage of their resources. The model is known as “pay-as-per-usage”. Users can access the cloud services 

from anywhere at any time. They only need a working Internet connection. We are of the opinion that teaching must reach as 

much students as possible. Thus, cloud provides the best solution to our aim. Training developers can be done easily and 

efficiently from a cloud service as the teacher would have at-most control of the whole teaching process. We came across 

teaching methods where the theoretical part is very well explained and understood but it is impossible to gain experience due to 

the lack of resources. Thus, we focused on creating virtual environments equipped with the tools for a specific use case in order 

to help students across the world gain hands-on experience. 

Cyber security is one of the most important requirements in any business logic. Thus we have decided upon a few most 

common cyber-attacks to take as a base for the visualized lab. This will help all kinds of clients learn to recover from such 

attacks. We have also included a functionality to learn to do these attacks as that is best way for coming up with preventive 

measures on the field. We have also planned on adding a skill based assessment at the end of every use-case in order to help 

student know how well they have learnt it. 

The work done in this project is divided up into the following. Section II provides the related work the we referred while 

completing different steps in this project. Section III gives a brief description about the Use-Cases chosen for the Virtual Lab. 

Section IV gives an insight on the environment used to manage, configure and propagate the virtual machines. Finally, section 

V contains the conclusion and future scope. 

http://www.ijarcsms.com/
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II. RELATED WORK 

Virtual environments are mainly used for services. Thus, we merged a few concepts used by multinational firms and chose 

only those modules which help to make teaching efficient. 

Every branch in computer engineering comes down the same objective- efficiency. Therefore we worked hard to find the 

most efficient ways to perform the attacks. This does not mean they may be the best methods but definitely the easiest and ones 

which are able to teach the concept faster and better. 

III. CYBER ATTACKS 

We chose only the most common attacks as our working space for this project. They are: 

1. Ddos 

Denial of Service attacks are aggressive attacks on an individual computer or website with intent to deny service to 

intended users. DoS attacks can target end-user systems, servers, routers and Network links. The victim computer or system 

cannot handle data larger than a fixed size. A ping of death packet is sent from a source computer to target computer, it then 

gets fragmented into smaller group of packets. One fragment is of 8 octet size. When these packets reach the target computer, 

they arrive in fragments. The fragmented packets are reassembled as a packet which are received as chunks. But the whole 

assembled packet causes buffer overflow at the target machine.
[1]

 This is denial of service attack. When this attack is performed 

on the target machine by a number of computers, it is called Distributed Denial of Service attack. 

Distributed Denial of Service attack is well known attack responsible for many service outages around the globe. We have 

included the easiest way to simulate this attack on a virtual server by virtual clients. 

2. SQLi 

It is an application security weakness that allows attacker to control an application's database- letting the attacker access or 

delete data from the victim's database- by tricking the application into sending unexpected SQL commands. When a victim 

computer is attacked with SQL injection, the database of the victim is under threat and necessary information can be altered or 

deleted by the attacker. Important information can be accessed and the security of the database is compromised.  

SQL injection and another well known attack where unsanitized codes on the internet are an easy target for these attacks.
[2]

 

We have included a tool called sqlmap in order to discover exploits in the system. 

3. XSS 

Cross Site Scripting is an attack which allows the attacker to inject malicious code on a website. Once this malicious code 

is injected on the website, the services of this website are made unavailable to any other user accessing it. The attack can also 

redirect the users to any other website which the attacker wants. The malicious code is injected by commenting the malicious 

code on the website. The malicious script which persists on the website is called Persistent XSS. Persistent XSS makes the 

website unavailable for the users. This attack does not compromise the victim's personal information or does not gain access to 

the victim's system. 

Cross-site Scripting is very easy to learn and recover form. However, a very small mistake while programming can cause 

heavy losses just by XSS. This attack is demonstrated by setting up a LAMP server. 

4. Session Hijacking 

Cookies are very important and one must make sure its not possible to be stolen.
[3]

 Session hijacking uses the same LAMP 

server to demonstrate cookie stealing and reloading to educate the client about such a scenario. 
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5. Phishing 

In this attack, the attacker sends a link to the victim which redirects the victim to a login page of a trusted site. The page 

script of this trusted site is tampered with the attackers similar looking site. When the victim puts his/her login credentials in the 

login tab (thinking it is the actual site), the information is received by the attacker and an error is shown to the victim. Personal 

information of the victim is compromised. By accessing this personal information the bank details or personal accounts of the 

victim can be accessed. To prevent this attack, users need to be aware about such false emails which may lead to loss of 

personal information. Fake websites are very common nowadays. Phishing takes the clients to the core of how it works by 

creating a free website. 

6. Insecure Direct Object Reference 

Insecure Direct Object References occur when an application provides direct access to objects based on user-supplied input. 

As a result of this vulnerability attackers can bypass authorization and access resources in the system directly, for example 

database records or files. 

IV. WORKING ENVIRONMENT 

It takes very powerful resources to host services for learning as the host system requires to take the load of managing the 

packages and processing power for every application that the client requires. 

1. The Virtual Lab is hosted on the hypervisor, VMware ESXi 6.5. It provides a very good user interface for manipulating 

virtual machines and the networks between them. 

2. Network between the virtual machines is isolated and controlled by a custom virtual router known as the transit router 

which runs a special operating system known as the VYOS. 

3. The last data storage runs the VMs via thin clones so that the admin has at-most control. 

4. These virtual machines can be remotely accessed by clients through a protocol called VNC which has similar 

functionality to RDP. 

5. Clients only require login credentials in order to get access to the machines and there is no special UI. Just the feel of 

looking at physical systems in the same network. 

V. ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN 

ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1  Architectural design of virtual lab set-up 
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A good system architecture always works towards abstraction. Here, the user sees nothing but a login window which hides 

all the complexities of the system. The sever hosts the service of our labs which are designed to teach students about cyber 

security. Inside the server is the actual logic of virtualization. It contains a request handler and the business logic section which 

helps to automate the process as users can be multiple. Moreover, we are talking about security and we must not leave out the 

security of this system itself. Thus, client copies are made of the storage for different users which store only the changes instead 

of writing the changes in the primary memory. This helps to keep their workspace different and also keeps our storage safe from 

cyber attacks and accidental data loss or overwrite. We designed a virtual transit router using VYOS which helps to handle 

fenceing of the VMs. Fencing is the process of isolating the network of our VMs from that of the outside world. This step was 

very important as we do not want cyber security students interacting with the outside world until the have the full knowledge of 

the capabilities and posibilities of the tools used. On top of all this are the actual VMs which are usually configured to include 

the attacker- victim arrangement for the different attacks. 

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE 

A decrease in the quality of practical sessions and students, IT/ non-IT professionals not being able to gain first hand 

experience in the field of cyber security by actually implementing the cyber attacks and recovering the systems from these 

attacks made us work to create a cloud based visualized lab which provides first hand experience and knowledge in detail about 

various cyber attacks. The cyber attacks like DoS (Denial Of Service) attack, XSS ( Cross Site Scripting), Session Hijacking, 

SQL Injection, Phishing and IDOR have been covered by these virtual labs. User will be given a guide with the knowledge 

about these attacks which include the steps to implement these attacks and to recover the system from these attacks. The attacks 

will be performed virtually by remotely accessing the virtual machine from the cloud with an unique Username and Password. 

The virtual machines provided to the user will be as per the requirement of the user and all the tools needed to implement these 

cyber attacks will be already installed. In this way we have made an extensive effort to reach out to maximum number of people 

and helping them acquire hands on experience about the cyber attacks which are just heard about from the world, with very few 

people actually being able to prevent their devices or recover their devices from such attacks. With the world turning to 

technology as an alternative to real time jobs, the need of security is increasing to prevent data theft and loss of important 

information. 
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